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Abstract— Regular expression matching is an operation to
find a string that matches a given pattern described as a reg-
ular expression in an input text. This paper proposes a new
programmable regular expression matching engine based on
a string-transition NFA. The proposed engine can perform
matching at high speed, and any regular expression can be
set as a pattern in a very short time. The proposed hardware
engine has a two-dimensional array structure, and thus it is
highly suitable for FPGA implementation. In experiments, the
proposed engine is implemented on an FPGA. Comparing with
an existing hardware matching engine, the effectiveness of the
proposed hardware was evaluated.

I. INTRODUCTION

String matching is the problem of finding all occurrences

of a character pattern in a text. Since this problem has many

applications in computer engineering and information pro-

cessing, a number of research results have been presented

in last 50 years [1, 7]. There are many formulations of

string matching. Among them, regular expression match-
ing is a string matching problem, in which a regular expres-

sion is given as a pattern [7]. Regular expression matching

has a broad range of applications. In particular, in recent

years, its application to network intrusion detection systems

(NIDSs) of high speed networks has attracted much atten-

tion [6]. NIDSs monitor network traffic for predefined sus-

picious activities or data patterns, and notify system admin-

istrators when malicious traffic is detected so that appropri-

ate actions may be taken. Regular expressions are used to

describe hazardous contents in packet payloads.

As known well, recognizing a character string, which

matches a given pattern described as a regular expression,

can be realized by implementing either non-deterministic or

deterministic finite automata (NFAs or DFAs) [5]. In re-

cent years, there have been many investigations to imple-

ment NFAs and DFAs on hardware in order to realize ef-

ficient regular expression matching. NIDS is a typical ex-

ample of such applications [6], since software implementa-

tion of regular expression matching for NIDS would be very

impractical due to its execution time. For this application,

many results have been presented for FPGA implementation

of regular expression matching machines [6, 2, 3, 8].

In most previous results on regular expression match-

ing by using FPGAs, a pattern is given before generating

hardware configuration data of FPGA chips. This instance-

specific approach to the regular expression matching prob-

lem has several advantages such as reducing the hardware

resources, and improving the execution time. However, this

approach has one major disadvantage. If a pattern is up-

dated, then a sequence of FPGA design and implementation

processes (i.e., generating a HDL description of hardware,

logic synthesis, place and route, and generating a configura-

tion data) should be performed again [4]. For some applica-

tions of regular expression matching, this property would be

fatal. In particular, for NIDS, when a “suspicious” pattern

is newly found, it is strongly recommended that this pattern

should be installed in the NIDS as soon as possible.

In this paper, we address design and FPGA implementa-

tion of a hardware string matching engine for recognizing

regular expressions. The architecture of the proposed regu-

lar expression matching circuit was a two-dimensional array

of simple processing units. A pattern is set in the circuit be-

fore string matching, and a text to be retrieved is entered into

the circuit one character by one character. The proposed cir-

cuit was designed with Verilog-HDL, and was implemented

using a Xilinx Virtex6 chip. Experimental evaluations show

that the proposed circuit achieves a high throughput of 2.736
Gigabits per second.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II formulates

the regular expression matching problem. Section III pro-

poses a hardware string matching engine for recognizing

regular expressions. Section IV shows the result of design

and implementation of the proposed machine. Some exper-

imental results are also given. Finally, in Section V, some

concluding remarks are described.
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II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Regular Expressions [7]

Let Σ = {a1, a2, . . . , as} be a set of symbols (i.e., char-

acters) called an alphabet. A regular expression R is a string

on the set of symbols Σ∪{ε, |, ·, ∗, (, )}, which is recursively

defined as the empty character ε, a character ai ∈ Σ, and

(R1), (R1 · R2), (R1|R2), and (R∗
1), where R1 and R2 are

regular expressions. When there is no ambiguity, we sim-

plify our expressions by writing R1R2 instead of (R1 ·R2).
It is usual to use also the precedence order “∗”, “·”, “|” to

remove more parentheses.

The language represented by a regular expression R, de-

noted L(R), is a set of strings over Σ, which is defined re-

cursively on the structure of R as follows:

• If R is ε, then L(R) = {ε}.

• If R is ai ∈ Σ, then L(R) = {ai}.

• If R is of the form (R1), then L(R) = L(R1).

• If R is of the form (R1 · R2), then L(R) = L(R1) ·
L(R2), where “·” in the right-hand side represents the

concatenation of string sets.

• If R is of the form (R1|R2), then L(R) = L(R1) ∪
L(R2).

• If R is (R∗
1), then L(R) = L(R)∗ =

⋃
i≥0 L(R1)

i,

where L(R1)
i = L(R1) ·L(R1)· · · · ·L(R1) (i times).

We say a character string w on alphabet Σ matches pat-

tern P if w ∈ L(P ) where P is a regular expression on Σ.

The problem of regular expression matching discussed in

this paper is the problem of finding all occurrences of sub-

strings, which match a given pattern P , where P is a regular

expression on alphabet Σ.

Given a pattern P , the length of P is defined as the num-

ber of characters in Σ included in P . That is, ·, | and +
operators and parentheses in P are not counted.

B. Extended Regular Expressions

We introduce several operations into regular expressions

described in the previous section so that complicated pat-

terns can be specified in a short form. Those operations are

defined as follows. In the following, R is a (extended) regu-

lar expression, and ai is a character in Σ.

• R? ::= R|ε
• R+ ::= R|R2|R3| · · ·
• . ::= a1|a2|a3 · · · as−1|as
• [ai1 , ai2 , . . . , aik ] ::= ai1 |ai2 | · · · |aik

• [ai − aj ] ::= ai|ai+1|ai+2 · · · aj−1|aj

We call [ai1 , ai2 , . . . , aik ] and [ai − aj ] class characters.

Note that all extensions described above do not affect the

class of languages defined by regular expressions. That is,

a language represented by an extended regular expression is

the regular language.

C. Finite Automata

As known well, the regular language defined by a regular

expression can be recognized by either a deterministic or

non-deterministic finite automaton (DFA/NFA) [5]. In this

study, we pay attention to the NFA and its extension.

C.1. NFA

A non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA) M is defined as

M = (S,Σ, δ, q0, F ), where S is a finite set of states, Σ is an

alphabet of input character strings, δ : S × (Σ∪ {ε}) → 2S

is a transition function, q0 is an initial state, and F ⊆ S is

a set of final states. Figure 1 (a) shows an NFA for regular

expression abc∗.

C.2. String-Transition NFA

We extend the transition function δ for an NFA to apply to

strings in Σ∗−{ε}, and define the extended transition func-

tion as δ̂ : S×(Σ∗−{ε}) → 2S . In this paper, this extended

NFA M̂ = (S,Σ, δ̂, q0, F ) is called the string-transition
NFA. Note that a string-transition NFA is ε-free. It is easy

to show that the class of languages recognized by string-

transition NFAs is the regular language. Figure 1 (b) shows

an NFA for regular expression abc∗.

1

S0
cb

F
a

S1 S2 S4S3

ab S1 FcS0

(a) NFA for abc*.

(b) String-transition NFA for abc*.

Fig. 1. NFA and string-transition NFA for abc∗.
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III. THE PROPOSED CIRCUIT

A. Overview of the Circuit

In this study, we propose a new regular expression match-

ing hardware engine, in which a pattern is described as a

regular expression. The proposed hardware engine is “pro-
grammable”, that is, any regular expression can be set as a

pattern in the matching engine without circuit reconfigura-

tion.

As explained in C.2, for a regular expression P given as a

pattern to be matched with an input text T , there is a string-

transition NFA M such that L(M) = L(P ), where L(M)
and L(P ) are a language recognized by M and a regular lan-

guage defined by P . For each state in M , the state transition

is defined for not only single characters but also strings in-

cluding empty strings on Σ. Let Str(P ) be a set of strings,

each of which is used to define a state transition from some

state in M . Each element in Str(P ) may consist of any el-

ement in alphabet Σ, and, possibly, class characters such as

[ai − aj ].

Fig. 2. The overall structure of the proposed engine.

Figure 2 shows the overall structure of the proposed cir-

cuit. The proposed circuit has a two-dimensional array

structure, consisting of two subcircuits, called the match-
ing plane and the feedback plane. The former performs the

matching between the input text and each string in Str(P ),
where P is a regular expression given as a pattern, and the

latter performs the state transition of a string-transition NFA,

which accepts L(P ). Details of those two subcircuits will be

given in the following subsection.

B. The Matching Plane

The matching plane consists of several rows of one-

dimensional arrays of small processing units. Each one-

dimensional array is called the string matching unit, shown

in Figure 3, which performs matching between the input text

and a string in Str(P ). For each string w in Str(P ), one

string matching unit is assigned to perform matching be-

tween the input text and w. Each w in Str(P ) is stored

in some string matching unit in advance before matching.

Fig. 3. The string matching unit.

Each small processing unit in the string matching unit is

called the comparison cell, which is dedicated to compare a

character in the text and a character (possibly, a class char-

acter) in the pattern. There are two types of string match-

ing units, the basic string matching unit and the class string

matching unit. The former consists of basic comparison

cells and the latter consists of class comparison cells. Those

two types of string matching arrays are explained below.

B.1. The Basic String Matching Unit

As described, for each w in Str(P ), there is a string match-

ing unit, which performs matching between the input text

and w. For the basic string matching unit, w consists of ele-

ments in Σ only, and no class characters are included.

The basic string matching unit consists of basic compar-

ison cells, which performs matching between a character in

the text and a character in w. Figure 4 shows the structure of

the basic comparison cell. It consists of a register LP, a com-

parator CMP, a selector SEL, and a flipflop FF. LP stores a

character in the pattern. LPs in basic string matching units

can be also functioned as shift registers by connecting in-

put and output terminals, Pin and Pout, of comparison cells.

Each character in the pattern P is set from the outside of the

circuit in advance by shifting them in LPs.

CMP is used to compare the character stored in LP and

the character in the text fed from the input terminals of the

matching plane. Each character in the text is broadcasted to

the all comparison cells in the circuit. The result of com-

parison is ANDed with the internal enable signal E, and the

result is stored in FF. Ein and Eout are enable input and

output signals, respectively, of the comparison cell. Fin is a

feedback transition signal from the feedback plane. The en-

able signal E is either provided from the outside of the basic

string matching array, Fin, or Eout of the left comparison

cell in the array. This selection is realized by SEL.

B.2. The Class String Matching Unit

The class string matching unit consists of class comparison

cells, which performs matching between a character in the
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Fig. 4. The basic comparison cell.

text and a class character in the pattern. Figure 5 shows the

circuit structure of the class comparison cell. It consists of

a matching table MT, a selector SEL, and a flipflop FF. The

MT is a random access memory (RAM), whose word width

is 1 bit. The memory address of a MT is given by the input

text character. Let MT [x] be the value of a memory word

whose address is x. We assume that a text character is rep-

resented by a 7 bit ASCII code. Let c[i1, i2, . . . , ik] be a

class character representing ai1 , ai2 , . . . , aik in the alphabet

Σ. Then MT [x] = 1 if ax matches with c[i1, i2, . . . , ik],
otherwise MT [x] = 0. The output of the MT is ANDed

with internal signal E and the result is stored in FF. Using

the MT, matching with any class character can be realized.

Note that the class string matching unit can be also used

as the basic string matching unit. Comparison cells in one

class string matching unit shares the RAM to implement the

MTs. In FPGA implementation, MTs are implemented us-

ing Block RAMs (BRAMs).

Fig. 5. The class comparison cell.

C. The Feedback Plane

The feedback plane realizes the state transition from the

current state of the NFA to the next state. The feedback

plane consists of n vertical signal lines, each of which is

connected to Eout of the rightmost comparison cell in a

string matching unit, and n horizontal signal lines, which is

connected to Fin of each comparison cell in a string match-

ing unit, where n is the number of string matching units in

the matching plane. There is another vertical signal line,

denoted Start, which is connected to the input terminal of

the circuit. There is also another horizontal signal line, de-

noted Match, which is connected to the output terminal of

the circuit. At each point where a vertical and a horizon-

tal signal lines are crossed, there is a programmable switch

which connects two lines. The signal line Start is used to

start matching. When Start = 1, the initial state is enabled

to start matching. The signal line Match shows the success

of matching when Match = 1. Figure 6 shows the detailed

structure of the feedback plane. For each switch, there is a

FF, and depending on the value of FF, the switch is turned

on or off.

Fig. 6. The feedback plane.

D. Setting a Pattern

Now, we explain how to “program” the proposed match-

ing engine when a regular expression is given as a pattern to

be searched in the input text. Let P be the regular expres-

sion as a pattern, and M be the string-transition NFA for P .

Let Str(P ) be a set of strings, each of which is used to de-

fine the transition function of M . For each w in Str(P ), w
is set to any row of string matching units in the matching

plane. For the basic string matching unit, this is done by the

shift register function of LPs in the basic comparison cells.

For the class string matching unit, this is done by writing

memory data to BRAMs. For the memory access from the

outside of the circuit, the dedicated circuit is included. Char-

acters in string w are set in the string matching unit so that

they are flush on the right. Depending on the position of the

first character in w, selector SEL in each comparison cell is

set appropriately so that the state transition signal Fin from

the previous state is provided to the comparison cell having

the first character in w.
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For the feedback plane, depending on the transition func-

tion, switches in the plane are appropriately set. Note that

for each string matching unit in the matching plane, in which

string w is set, there is a state p in M such that δ̂(p, w) = q.

For each string matching unit corresponding state p, there

are a vertical signal line, denoted Eout[p], in the feedback

plane, which is connected to Eout of the rightmost com-

parison cell, and a horizontal signal line, denoted Fin[p],
which is connected to Fin in each comparison cell. Assume

that δ̂(p, w) = q, then Eout[p] and Fin[q] is connected by

turning the switch on, which is placed at the cross point of

Eout[p] and Fin[q]. Note that turning the switch on is setting

1 to its associated FF. Figure 7 shows the pattern setting for

“a(bc|de)”.

Fig. 7. Setting “a(bc|de)” as a pattern.

E. Suitability for FPGA Implementation

As noted, the proposed engine has a two-dimensional ar-

ray structure, in which comparison cells in the matching

plane and switch circuits in the feedback plane are regu-

larly placed. Since state-of-the-art FPGAs have also a two-

dimensional array structure consisting of logic blocks, it is

very easy to implement the proposed engine on the FPGA

chip. Furthermore, we show that block RAMs (BRAMs) can

be effectively utilized to implement the class comparison

cells in the class string matching units. Since state-of-the-

art FPGA chips usually have several hundreds of BRAMs

in the chip, area-efficient circuit implementation of the pro-

posed engine can be achieved.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We have designed the proposed matching engine pre-

sented in this paper with Verilog-HDL, and implemented

it on an FPGA board, which contains an Xilinx Virtex6

XC6VLX75-1FF784 FPGA chip (the number of logic ele-

ments = 74,496, the number of slices = 11,640). The de-

sign tool used in experiments was Xilinx ISE Design Suite

Version 14.2. In the current implementation, a character in

pattern and text consists of 8 bits.

Table I. Design results

Circuit size Clock [MHz] #slice (#usage [%])

#state × #length Basic Class Basic Class

5× 5 341 356 79 (0) 38 (0)

10× 10 359 313 283 (2) 109 (1)

15× 15 340 301 694 (5) 264 (2)

20× 20 288 276 951 (8) 370 (3)

25× 25 209 262 2001 (17) 449 (3)

30× 30 222 251 2179 (18) 744 (6)

The design result was summarized in Table I. In this ta-

ble, #state and #length represents the maximum number of

states and the maximum length of strings in any transition in

the string-transition NFA, respectively. In the design, in the

matching plane, either basic or class string matching units

was used. “Basic” and “Class” represents the design re-

sults of the proposed matching engines, in which basic string

matching units and the class string matching units are used

as the string matching units, respectively. For each case

of the design, we have generated the Verilog-HDL source

of the circuit, performed the logic synthesis, and then per-

formed the place and route to get the configuration data of

the circuit. “Clock” shows the clock frequency of the cir-

cuit. #slice and #usage shows the number of slices and the

percentage of slice usage for each design.

From the table, we see that the implementation with class

string matching units was much smaller in size than the

implementation with basic string matching units. This is

due to the fact that class string matching unit does not

need comparators. Comparison with text characters was

implemented with BRAMs, hence no slices (i.e., logic el-

ements) were needed. Since state-of-the-art FPGAs usu-

ally equipped many BRAMs, our implementation is very

suited to those FPGAs. Note that the function of class string

matching units is higher than that of basic string matching

units. From the performance point of view, the implemen-

tation with class string matching units was faster than the

implementation with basic string matching unit. This may

be explained by the fact that the circuit size of the former is

smaller than the latter.

We also compared the design result of the proposed

matching engine with the FPGA implementation of the sys-

tolic string matching algorithm with string-transition NFA,

which we have previously proposed in [9] (in the following,

we call it the previous algorithm). In the previous algorithm,
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string matching was performed in the one-dimensional sys-

tolic array, and the state transition in the string-transition

NFA was done in the NFA circuit. Note that the circuit

structure of the programmable NFA circuit in the previous

machine was totally different from the proposed machine in

this paper. Due to the limit of space, we omit the details.

Table II. Comparison with the previous algorithm [9].

Previous Proposed

Clock [MHz] 191 251

#slice (#usage[%]) 8237 (69) 744 (6)

We have designed and implemented the previous algo-

rithm using the same design environment and FPGAs as

used for the proposed algorithm. The design results were

summarized in Table II. In the design, the maximum num-

ber of states (#state) and the maximum length of strings

(#length) in one transition in the string-transition NFA were

set to 30 and 30, respectively. In the design, for string

matching units in the matching plane, class string matching

units was used. #slice and #usage show the number of slices

and the percentage of slice usage for each design, respec-

tively. From the table, we see that the proposed engine was

much smaller than the previous hardware algorithm. This

is due to the fact that the number of registers used in the

design of the previous algorithm was much larger than the

proposed algorithm, since every comparison cells in the sys-

tolic string matching array has registers to store the text data.

In addition, in the implementation of the previous algorithm,

no BRAMs were used to realize comparison functions.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a new programmable reg-

ular expression matching hardware engine, in which any

regular expression, possibly including class characters, can

be set as a pattern without circuit reconfiguration. Since the

proposed engine has a two-dimensional circuit structure, it

was very suitable for FPGA implementation. We have also

presented an area-efficient implementation of the proposed

engine by effectively utilizing BRAMs in the FPGA chip.

Experimental results showed that the proposed matching en-

gine outperformed the previous hardware engine in both the

size and the speed of the circuit. Future research includes the

extension of regular expression such as quantitative speci-

fiers (e.g., a{2,5}, which means the repetition of “a” in at

least 2 and at most 5 times), and development of the soft-

ware program for automatic generation of configuration data

of the proposed matching engine from a regular expression

given as a pattern.
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